Membrane computing with the advantages of distribution and maximum parallelism is a new branch of natural computing, and discrete Morse theory is a very useful tool in topology. In this paper, combining discrete Morse theory and membrane computing, a novel membrane structure-P system with chain structure is proposed, which is constructed on the basis of discrete gradient vector path. A specific application example, P chain system for arithmetic operation, is introduced too. By simulation of it, the superiority, computational efficiency and ability of P system with chain structure are verified.
Introduction
Membrane computing is a new computational model proposed by Paun in 1998. It abstracts cell as the computational unit, permitting each computational unit to calculate dependently and the whole system to operate in the way of maximum parallelism, whose computational efficiency has been improved obviously. It has been proved that the computational ability of membrane computing is equivalent with that of Turing machines, so due to its strong parallel computing power it has been the highlight of the recent study [1] .
Morse theory as a useful tool in differential topology, particular for computer graphics, was extended by Forman to the discrete aspect [2] , which provides an effective tool to describe the topology of discrete object. Concepts in discrete
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In literature [4] , Paun pointed out that the focus of the next stage of membrane computing study was the non-hierarchical arrangement of membranes.
Inspired from literature [5] , in this paper, a P system with chain structure is introduced, which combines membrane computing with discrete Morse theory and constructs a P system based on the discrete gradient vector path, forming a new kind of non-hierarchical membrane structure-P chain system. P system with chain structure Description of structure, object and rule of P chain system
For the structure of P chain system, we know that it is non-hierarchical, specifically it is a chain structure based on discrete gradient vector path. Fig. 1 shows a discrete gradient vector path of a complex and a P chain system based on it. While as for the object, it is similar with the former P system, which is denoted by multisets. But considering the oriented property of simplex, P chain system has the orientation too, meaning there are two kinds of membranes, positive and negative one, so are objects, including α and α' which represent objects in positive and negative membrane. Note that α and α' are antimatter, meaning they can't coexist, when they encounter with each other, they will counteract immediately, similar with positive and negative spikes in spiking neural P system. Based on the rules of former P system, combining the particularities of P chain system, there are three main rules of P chain system, rewriting rules, communication rules and forgetting rules.
Rewriting rule is with the form of u→v, where u is a string representing object multisets from a given set O, and v is a string over O*｛here，out，in｝,
where "here", "out", "in" indicate remaining in the membrane, leaving to its subsequence, and being sent out to its precursor. Rewriting rules are used to control the type and number of objects in membrane. mean staying in the membrane, going out from the membrane and coming into the membrane, in addition, "pre" and "sub" indicate that move to the precursor and subsequence of the membrane respectively.
Forgetting rule is defined as the form of u→λ, where u is object from multisets, and λ is null. Its function is to disappear some certain objects in membrane. A typical example of forgetting rule is when objects α and α' encounter, they will counteract immediately.
P chain system for arithmetic operation
The calculating power of P system has been concerned and researched generally, and previous study has proved that NP-hard problem can be resolved by P system in polynomial time. Literature [5] has proved the possibility of fulfilling arithmetic operation by P system. Based on this, P chain system for arithmetic operation is proposed here, compared with the former method, there are some improvements. The specific formalization expression and P chain system structure are shown in Table 1 . And the comparison of time complexity between our method and one in Literature [5] is displayed in Table 2 . 
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O={a,b};
In membrane σ 1 , R 1 will generate m object b sent to σ 2 In membrane σ 2 , R 2 will output m (from σ 1 )+n (from σ 2 ) object a to output membrane. In membrane σ 1 , r 11 will send m-1 object a to σ 2 ; In membrane σ 2 , lack of b, R 2 doesn't work. when m=1: In membrane σ 1 , r 12 will send 1 object ab to σ 2 ; In membrane σ 2 , R 2 will counteract m object α' and output n-m α' to output membrane. : : a a n →b r r 22 22
Multiplication
In membrane σ 1 , R 1 will send k*n object a to σ 2 (k*n≤m); In membrane σ 2 , r 21 will produce k object b; r 22 will output k object b to output membrane. 
Simulation of arithmetic operation P chain system
The simulation of P system has a vital practical significance, and there has been a series of success P system simulation software which can be obtained from P system web page [6] . Based on this, in this paper, we try to simulate P chain system for arithmetic operation, as a result, it has been proven feasible. We store the object multisets, rules and structure of the P chain system in the system by the form of nonnegative integer, strings and linear structure respectively. On the other hand, we refer to the chained-rules [7] and principle of weak relationship as the main idea of our Rule Selection Algorithm. We use Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 to fulfill it on Windows 7. Fig.2 is the demonstration of simulation of P chain system for arithmetic operation. 
Summary and prospect
In this paper, a novel P system-P system with chain structure, and its specific application example-P chain system for arithmetic operation are introduced.
Then its simulation demonstrates the computational feasibility and effectiveness of P chain system. Because it is a new attempt to construct new type of P system with non-hierarchical structure, work in this paper is not enough, and there are many aspects need go on further, including more theoretical and practical investigation of P chain system.
